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Low is
in it tor

the long
haul
BY DYLAN DEMBIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With Fairfield University
Student Association elections
complete, Alex Long '14, the new
FUSA President, is working on
implementing his goals for his
time in office.
. Current FUSA President Rob
Vogel '13 elaborated on the current transition period and the
workings of the change process
in the acLministration that FUSA
is taking on.
The main concern at the moment: to select a new executive
-

\r

Contributed by Margaret McCaffrey

Fr. Richard Ryscavage speaks at an immigration reform event, held in the Dirksen Senate Office Building in Washington, D.C.on Feb. 26.
■

"We're working
with the thought
process that, down
the road, all this
will be implemented by Alex.
-Rob Vogel,
Current FUSA
President
council for next year.
"The basic timetable for
when Alex takes office will be May
1st, and until then it's business as
usual with FUSA. On the side I'll
be working with the vice president on time tables, selecting an
executive council," Vogel said.
He said they will use some of
last year's guidelines to help get
the cabinet together.
Vogel explained that Long
will handpick his own cabinet but
"we'll be here to bounce ideas off
him and take a step back but help
him every step of the way."
This transition period will
last until May and then they will
take on orientation, budgeting
and also planning over the summer, said Vogel.
"A lot of the platforms and
initiatives I've worked on will be
charged to Alex for next year,"
Vogel continued. "We're working with the thought process that,
down the road, all this will be implemented by Alex."
There are many issues and
initiatives that have been relevant
to students, said Vogel.
These include an increase in
write-ups and making things like
VOGEL I PAGE 2

Jesuits support immigration reform
BY LOAN LE
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Along with 24 other Jesuit universities in the United States, Fairfield
University has promised to support
undocumented students in higher
education.
Undocumented students are

individuals who were brought to the
U.S. as children by parents without a
renewed visa or by parents who entered the country illegally.
On Feb. 26, around 15 Fairfield
students and faculty members met
with senators, Congress members and
presidents from the Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities (AJCU)

at the Dirksen Senate Office Building
in Washington, D.C.
Senior Sarah Joseph was one of
the students who attended the event
in hopes of discussing the plight of
undocumented students.
"I am interested in undocumented students in higher education, as
well as how I can help enforce change

for others," said Joseph.
Another participant, Students for
Social Justice member Melissa Hannequin '13, also wanted to advocate
for immigration reform. "It was great
seeing our Fairfield faculty at the head
of a Senate meeting room, in front of
many influential people - Jesuit uniUNDOCUMENTED I PAGE 2

BY GIOVANNA GIAMPA
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Contributed Photo

In addition to many other jobs, students work on construction during their spring break service trip of 2012.

s ervice is in season
BY GRACE TIEZZI

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"It's a spring break your
mom will be proud of," says
Wylie Smith Blake, Campus
Minister for Service.
Instead of jetting off to Punta Cana or Cancun for a week in
the sun, 51 Fairfield University
students, and 10 staff leaders are

preparing to spend their spring
breaks participating in one of
five trips.
This year four domestic
service trips are being offered
through Amazing Breaks, Campus Ministry program, said
Blake. Groups of 10 students and
two staff leaders are heading to
Kentucky, Virginia, Miami, New
Orleans and Missouri.

Students heading to Kentucky are participating in a project called Rural Renewal through
the Christian Appalachian Project.
Participants will "serve
and learn about the injustices
and realities of poverty" while
repairing the homes of Appalachian residents, said Blake.
In Virginia, students will
SERVICE I PAGE 3

For the second year in a row,
the FUSA class Senate elections
ended in a tie.
Two class years, 2014 and
2015, had two candidates with
the same amount of votes.
The candidates who tied in
last week's election from the junior class were Harry Cintineo
and Cameron Shirley.
From the sophomore class,
George Tioutine and Joe Dirico
tied in their races.
This Tuesday was the runoff
election in the BCC where students from both classes were encouraged to come out and vote.
RESULTS I PAGE 2
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Fairfield supports undocumented students in college
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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versity presidents, advocates, media
and students - and about such a worthy cause," she said.
At the gathering, researchers unveiled their findings in an Immigrant
Student National Position Paper, which
focused on the obstacles that undocumented American students go through
in higher education.
President Jeffrey von Arx, S.J.,
then signed a statement guaranteeing
the University's support of undocumented students.
According to the study of the
65,000 undocumented American students who graduate high school annually, only 5 percent to 10 percent continue on with higher education.
It is not clear how many undocumented students are on Fairfield campus. Project leader of the study and director of the Center for Faith and Public
Life, Rev. Richard Ryscavage, S.J., said
in an email to The Mirror: "Our study
tended to be a qualitative, not a quantitative, study of the situation of undocumented students. We did not attempt
to find out how many undocumented
students were at each school."
Some obstacles stated in the
study were the limited opportunities
available to undocumented students;
the fear of deportation, making the college admissions process more difficult
for them mentally; the culture shock;
isolation from other students; and no
financial aid, meaning that federal aid
and state aid are either not easily acquired or not acquired at all.
Most importantly, undocumented students feel like they do not have
public support.
However, by providing their signatures, the 25 Jesuit university presidents disagree. Also, according to the
study, over 75 percent of Jesuit univer-

Contrlbuted by Meg McCaffrey/Media Relations

Research representatives from Jesuit universities gather in D.C. to discuss undocumented students.
sity staffers believe that the mission of
the Jesuits also includes helping these
undocumented students.
More than 60 percent of the staffers believe that this assistance should
become an institutional priority.
At Fairfield, there is "a group of
sympathetic faculty and administrators to try to help these students," said
Ryscavage.
In addition, undocumented students are encouraged to apply for University financial aid through CSS.
Strategies need to be reconsidered in order to help more undocumented students, said the report.
Recommended actions include

modifying college admission forms so
that the social security would not be
mandatory information; creating more
funds specifically for undocumented
students; and having alumni assist the
students with their post-graduation
careers.
"One of the things the report
points out is that the networks for the
admission and on-going support of
undocumented students has been an
informal one, and one of the recommendations is to try to formalize these
networks," said von Arx.
The 1982 Supreme Court case
Plyer v. Doe says that undocumented '
students have a constitutional right to

attend public elementary and secondary school for free. But the laws regarding the admission of undocumented
students to universities or colleges
vary.
The University's study reported
that there is no federal law that bars
undocumented students from being
admitted to public universities or colleges. But, "states may admit or bar
undocumented students from enrolling as a matter of policy or through
legislation."
Private universities, like Fairfield,
are free to admit undocumented students - regardless of state laws - and
can also create scholarship programs

for them.
Fr. von Arx said the University
will continue aiding undocumented
students with financial aid.
Ryscavage believes that Jesuit
universities have a responsibility to fulfill to these undocumented students.
"The Catholic notion of the Common
Good means creating the social conditions that allow for the full flourishing
of the human person," he said.
"The Jesuit value focuses on being men and women for others which
is what the school is doing by helping
undocumented students," Joseph said.
"...Whether or not I am documented
does not matter but what matters is
that our community is impacted by
this obstacle and we need change."
Hannequin agreed, saying that
the issue of undocumented immigration is "a matter of human rights and is
one of the big challenges we are facing
as a society - and it is one we have been
facing for too long."
The results of the study primarily
came from interviews with 26 undocumented students and 110 university
staffers from the 28 Jesuit colleges and
universities in the U.S. The students interviewed had arrived in the country as
young as 40 days to no older than nine
years, according to study.
Fairfield University had received
a $200,000 grant in 2010 from Ford
Foundation to "survey and understand
the legal and social contexts, attitudes
and current practices in Jesuits schools
of higher education in the United States
regarding undocumented students,"
according to the Center for Faith and
Public Life's webpage.
The research was led by the Center for Faith and Public Life, in collaboration with Loyola University Chicago's Center for Urban Research and
Learning and Santa Clara University
in California.

Runoff results
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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The presidents for the incoming
sophomore,
junior,
and senior classes, along with
the Senators who won on election night, were announced
last Wednesday along with the
winner of FUSA President, Alex
Long.
Current FUSA President Rob
Vogel '13 commented on the
Photo Illustration by Nicholas DiFazlo/lTie Mirror recent runoff election, saying,

"First and foremost, congratulations for the two senators who
won for next year. Runoff elections take some added dedication to show that a candidate is
passionate about representing
their class."
He added, "I am excited for
the two winners on Tuesday to be
able to decide what they want to
work on this coming year to enhance the student experience."

During this transition period, current FUSA President Rob Vogel '13 trains President-elect Alex Long '14.

ass Officers:

Vogel passes down the torch
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

a convenience store in the Barone
Campus Center. Decisions will be
left to the discretion of Long and
the new staff to implement them
should they find it necessary.
Vogel said, "I'm just trying to
provide Alex with everything he'll
need for next year and make sure
I'm properly passing down the
torch."
Long has also been involved
in this process of transition. His
main job is to send out applications for the executive positions
that he will chose for his cabinet.
"I'm looking at making a
good team, and that's what we're

aiming to accomplish now," Long
said.
"We all have extra responsibilities we have to manage, but
right now we're just trying to get
these executive positions handled. We really want to make it a
better experience for students, so
we're trying to get together a great
group of people and improve
FUSA's presence as a whole and
make a great executive board."
There are many administrative processes to be done, but
Long, and FUSA, has some main
goals on track.
"We have to worry about
budget and different aspects of
FUSA to help students," said Long.

"Currently we are in the starting
stages."
As for now, one of the initiatives Long is working on is shortening quiet hours in upperclassmen residences since he does not
think that they should have the
same limitations as underclassmen.
Though FUSA is in transition,
Vogel and Long's pledge that the
students are always their most
important priority seems to be received well.
"Alex Long is a great representation of Fairfield University
and will absolutely have the students' best interests," said Michael
Smith '14.

President:
Paul O'Brien
Senators:
Samantha Hart
Joe Alibrandi
Stephen Boundy
Cameron Shirley

2015
President:
Christina Barry

Senators:
Patrick Kueny
Tim Manning
Casey Del Basso
Joe Dirico

2016
President:
Anif McDonald
Senators:
Hope Agresta
John Paul
Kretowsky
Olivia Tourgee
Rachel Steriti
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Fairfield hosts government meeting on GMOs
BY HILLARY MAXSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

At a public hearing, concerned Fairfield County residents and parents addressed a
committee about the need to
mandate chemical and toxin
labeling on children's food and
common household products.
On Feb. 28, the Select Committee listened as each testifier
suggested changes to further ensure children's health and safetyTestifier and Fairfield Professor of Applied Ethics David
Brown discussed the issue of
flame-retardants,
explaining
how flame retardant chemicals
accumulate in the bodies of users leading to future health issues.
"Tris" was the main chemical compound of concern for
Brown, who suggested the government should pursue research
to show how Tris can enter the
body and become carcinogenic
and mutagenic in its users.
Sophomore Michael Mauro
says the difficulty of working
with these chemicals is that "they
haven't been around that long
in the grand scheme of things,"
agreeing that although there is
"no immediate problem... there
could be."
Brown further explained
how the government needs to
operate under the "Precautionary Principle," to ensure that any
threat of permanent damage is

investigated and taken care of.
Former New York prosecutor and co-founder of Right to
Know CT, Tara Cook-Littman,
also raised her concerns. She
discussed legislation on mandatory labeling of genetically modified organisms (GMO) used in
baby food.

"GMOs certainly
have their benefits, and right
now those seem to
outweigh the average consumer's
caution.
-Eric Lynch '14
Cook-Littman, a mother
of three, explained how GMOs
have caused an increase in the
number of children with allergies, intolerances and other digestive problems in America.
She explained that 62 countries have mandatory GMO labeling, but the US is not one of
them.
When asked by government
representative Diana Urban to
explain how and why GMO crops
are made, she responded saying
that many crops are modified
to produce their own pesticide.
This pesticide excreted from the
crop then infects any insect that
intrudes and ultimately explodes
the insect's stomach.

Cook-Littman's main point
was if GMOs are causing that to
happen in insects, what are these
crops doing to human's intestinal walls and why are they being
used for children's products ?
Ellen McCormick from GMO
Free CT supports the issues concerning GMO labeling.
McCormick
began
her
testimony by telling a story of
her personal relationship with
GMOs, relating her consumption of processed, GMO-laced
food to the cause of a massive
brain tumor in the middle of her
forehead.
McCormick explained that
while growing up, she ate processed candy, cakes and chips
given to her from her parents
who did not know that the
chemicals and ingredients of
those seemingly harmless treats
were the cause of her near fatal
experience.
Eighty to ninety percent of
America's package food contains GMOs, much of which consumers are unaware. In Russia,
GMOs are banned completely.
"I think that the average
consumer doesn't know enough
about them, and there should be
labeling on it," said Maura. "So I
don't think that they should pull
all the items, but I think they
should definitely regulate it."
Eric Lynch '14 also commented on consumers' opinions, saying, "I'm not surprised
that GMOs are banned in other
parts of the world because there

seems to be a history of this
behavior in the United States.
GMOs certainly have their benefits and right now those seem
to outweigh the average consumer's caution."
McCormick's goal was to
notify the government of the
problems with food labeling and
emphasize why it is so important
for consumers to know what they
are putting into their bodies.
As resident after resident
stepped forward to tell their stories and support the potential
legislations, professors, students
and community members listened to each speaker who sug-

I loved hearing
Connecticut residents speak their
mind to the legislators because I
would love for us
to all know exactly
what we are putting in our bodies.
-Felicia Foley '14
gested the government's intervention in children's health and
safely.
Fairfield University's Associate Professor of Environmental
Studies David Downie reflected
on the event saying, "Convening

a committee hearing on campus
was a wonderful opportunity for
local citizens and Fairfield University students, faculty and staff
to observe democracy in action
and even to participate by providing formal comments or submitting testimony."
Downie explained that this
could be an annual Fairfield
event. "I expect the turn-out
next time to be exceptional and
for some faculty to build the
hearings into their syllabi," he
added.
The hearing was considered
a success, not only for the Select
Committee on Children, but for
the public as well.
With the insight and support of Connecticut's community, the state will be able to pass
new legislations that put aid in
in children's health and safety.
Junior Felicia Foley was one
of the few students who attended the meeting.
"I am disappointed that I
did not see more students present. GMOs and their presence in
our food supply is vital information," said Foley. "I loved hearing Connecticut residents speak
their mind to the legislators because I would love for us to all
know exactly what we are putting in our bodies.. It is not too
much to ask, in my opinion, to
just let consumers make a choice
rather than blindly harming ourselves by consuming foods with
GMOs."

Students dedicate spring break to service
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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work in a state park to prepare it
for the upcoming season through
the Parks Project.
Meanwhile they will learn
what it means to be a steward of
the earth.
Participants in the Urban
Plunge in Miami will work in
soup kitchens, food pantries and
work with the homeless population of the city.
"We will also be immersing
ourselves in the city and learning about how people are working for a change in Miami," said
Laura Stakey '14, student leader
of the Urban Plunge trip.
Students leaving for New
Orleans will be working with
Camp Restore to rebuild homes,
churches and schools devastated
by Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
The students on that trip
will be working in construction,
as well as in local nonprofit organizations.
The Jesuit Universities Humanitarian Action Network (JUHAN) is also sponsoring a spring
break service trip through the
Office of Faith and Public Life.
Students will travel to Joplin,
Missouri, site of the May 2011
tornado where they will experience the aftermath of the disaster and participate in the relief
effort.
There is also one international trip.

Contributed Photo

Last year's Amazing Break Service Trip to Kentucky poses together in Appalachia after a hard day at work.
This year, eleven students
and two staff leaders will take
part in the Spring Break Pilgrimage and Immersion Encounter to
El Salvador.
This trip is dedicated to
visiting the sites of prominent
Catholic
martyrs,
including

Archbishop Oscar Romero and
the six Jesuit martyrs from Universidad Centroamericana who
were killed in 1989, said Stephanie Hill'13.
The pilgrims will be "speaking with Salvadorans and visiting
a rural community to explore the

culture and history of El Salvador," added Hill.
Each of these trips takes
months of preparation. In addition to attending weekly group
meetings to participate in teambuilding and to learn about the
area's culture and history, each

student is responsible for raising
$350 to $600 in order to pay for
their travel expenses, said Kathleen Hehn '14, leader of the trip
to New Orleans.
While the bulk of this fundraising is done via a letter writing
campaign, which involves asking
for donations from friends and
family, some group fundraisers
are planned, said Hehn.
The groups work together to
come up with ideas for fundraising activities.
For example, the New Orleans group held bake sales after
Sunday's 11 a.m. masses.
They also held a fundraiser
at Taco Loco in Bridgeport on
Feb. 27. Twenty percent of every order went directly towards
the trip. According to Hehn, over
$200 was raised.
The group going to El Salvador held their fundraisers at local
restaurants like Garden Catering
and the Seagrape Cafe. The Urban Plunge group sold Valentines and held an event called
"Miami Night" at the Levee.
Campus Ministry sponsors
these programs in the hope that
students embody "the University's commitment to the service of faith and the promotion
of justice," said Blake. Students
work hard during the day and
their "evenings are dedicated to
reflection, discussion and relaxation," she added.
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Campus Crime Beat
Tuesday, 2/26
3:51 p.m. - A Nine West handbag was reported stolen from the Bannow Science Center room 340.

12:42 a.m. - A student was found vomiting in a Regis Hall bathroom
by RAs. The student was referred to Student Conduct.

1:09 a.m. - ResLife staff found a student vomiting in a Gonzaga Hall
7:46 p.m. - A spare tire cover was reported stolen off a vehicle in the bathroom, who was then referred to Student Conduct.
Dolan East Parking lot.
1:24 a.m. - A student in Gonzaga Hall was found to be in possession
of alcoholic beverages. The student was referred to Student ConWednesday, 2/27
duct.
12:58 a.m. - A student entering the main checkpoint did not have a
StagCard or a valid ID. The student was "less than courteous" to DPS 5:52 p.m. - A window in Kostka Hall was reported broken by what is
believed to be a snowball on Feb. 23.
and referred to Student Conduct.

Sunday, 3/3

Thursday, 2/28

9:23 p.m. - A window on the rear access door to Regis Hall was re- 2:19 a.m. - A motor vehicle driving erratically was stopped at the
Townhouses. The driver was found to be intoxicated and referred to
ported smashed.
Student Conduct.

Friday, 3/1

3:51 a.m. - Loyola RAs reported a student passed out in a men's
12:22 a.m. - Staff at The Levee called DPS during Senior Pub Night bathroom. The student was allowed to return to their room, and was
when a student became uncooperative after being suspected of pro- referred to Student Conduct.
viding alcohol to a minor. The student was ejected from the venue
and referred to Student Conduct.
5:55 p.m. - Three vehicles were vandalized at the Townhouses by
what is believed to be somebody jumping on the cars.
8:30 p.m. - DPS received information that a student in 51 Mclnnes
Rd. was in possession of drugs. Marijuana, drug paraphernalia and Tuesday, 2/5
additional suspected narcotics were located.
12:19 a.m. - DPS received info that a student in 47 Mahan was in
Saturday, 3/2
possession of drugs. Marijuana and paraphernalia were found, and
the student was reported to Student Conduct.
12:31 a.m. - A Porche Cayenne at Townhouse 11 block was reported
damaged by what appeared to be a piece of curb thrown at the ve- 1:39 p.m. - A student received a death threat through an off-campus
hicle.
friend. The incident is under investigation by the Fairfield Police.

"If you have information about any of these incidents, please contact the Department of Public Safety.51

6credits in
6 weeks?
Really.
Attend
classes in
New York City,
Westchester,
and online.
Danica Cebnllos/The Mirror

Health Center nutritionist Kelly Aronica states that there are many ways to create a healthy meal in Barone.

Nutritionist weighs in on Barone
BY MARTHA LEWKO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Choose from more than 600 courses, including:
Biology
Business
Chemistry
Communications
Computer Science

Criminal Justice
Math
Political Science
Psychology, and more!

Your Summer.
Your Pace.
Sessions start
May 30 and July 15

1 (800) 874-7223

Register today for our Special Summer Rate

RAetS

WWW.pace.edu/summeri3

Work toward greatness.

UNIVERSITY

Having problems eating healthy
at Fairfield? A campus nutritionist
says that she can help you balance
meals at Barone and learn how to
pick the right foods that will keep you
healthy.
"Don't go right in Barone. Go
left!" nutritionist Kelly Aronica advises. Translated: If a student goes
left when walking into the Barone
cafeteria then they will pass the salad
bar and the "create your meal" station
first, instead of passing the greasy section if they were to go right.
In college, students' eating patterns constantly change. "What's hard
is that you are away from home and
you are bound by what's there," says
Aronica. "Then you have this idea
you can have as much as you'd like
and whatever you want to eat."
So what is good to eat?
For every meal, it is important

to get protein, a little bit of carbohydrates and either some fruits or vegetables. In the "create your meal" section, use the pastas or other options
and throw in a lot of vegetables with
some meat.
Cheese is good for you and has
good fats for your body. Olives, avocados and other nuts also contain
healthy fats that serve an important
purpose for the body.
"The word 'fat' scares people
and so they intake foods with low fat,
but no one checks the nutrition facts
on the side!" says Aronica.
Aronica initially became interested in nutrition because of her unhealthy eating habits, and she realized she wanted to learn more about
healthy living. She first wanted to be
a book writer, but she went back to
school to get a higher degree in nutrition.
Aronica works at the Health
Center and meets with students individually to set up a healthy meal plan

that fits best for each student. Every
opportunity she gets, she tries to request more healthy meal choices in
Barone.
Some students are fascinated by
Aronica's approach to Barone.
"I found it interesting how important it is to pick your food and eating styles," says Matt Bisaccia, a senior
biology major.
Despite Aronica's efforts, many
students end up eating healthy by
default because they have no other
option.
"The food in Barone is good
maybe once out of seven days in a
week," said Andrew Kringas '14. "I
circle the cafeteria twice and end up
with a salad every time."
Freshman Kathleen Woods
commented, "I personally have to
eat around most things because of
my celiac. It's pretty tough because
there are limited options, but I think
they do a good job of serving different
fruits and vegetables."
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The friendzone's darker cousin
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EDITORIAL
Martin O'Sullivan | Editor-in-Chief
Loan Le | Executive Editor
Laura O'Reilly | Managing Editor

Big Expectations
Unless you've been living under a rock, you've
probably heard that Kendrick Lamar's coming to
Fairfield. University for the spring concert.
His lyrics are often seen in Facebook statuses
and tweets. MTV calls his voice "slow and syrupy."
Rolling Stone called his hip-hop album "good kid,
m.A.A.d city" the best of 2012. He's worked with
big-names like Dr. Dre, Lil Wayne, Drake and Busta
Rhyme.
As far as we can tell, FUSA has made a great
choice for its headliner.
Looking back, it's fair enough to say that FUSA
has had its ups and downs when it came to finding the right headliner for the concerts. Diplo was,
without a doubt, a large success. It helped that
Krewella, who's now all over the radio, definitely
pumped up the crowd. The money made from this
event undoubtedly afforded FUSA the ability to
schedule another concert.
We didn't even have a spring concert in 2012,
probably because fall concert's Far East Movement
was only a one-hit wonder whose song "Like a G6"
was best reserved for showers and drunken gatherings, rather than a whole gymnasium. Ouch, sorry,
we had to be honest.
According to current FUSA president Rob Vogel, student input was the number one determining factor in making this decision. We think FUSA
went the right way by surveying approximately 600
students, because now we're seeing a lot of positive
reaction. The scheduling will also encourage more
students to attend the concert. Students will want
to celebrate the end of the year and also relax before finals completely overwhelm them.
The ticket prices have not been released yet,
but FUSA has been working on an agreeable price.
Let's just see if they can find a good price as some
might want to go but might not want to spend the
money.
Fairfield University students have high expectations for Kendrick Lamar and we hope for the sake
of FUSA and for the satisfaction of the student body
that the concert is a success.
As for expectations for 5 & A Dime? Hopefully
they do well, too ... whoever they are.

Thumbs-Up / Thumbs-Down
•The new staff start their
new positions at The Mirror after break.
• Spring break starts this
Friday which means a
week of relaxation.
•Google updated their
maps app for smart
phones.

• This is the last issue of
The Mirror that current
staff members will be
working on.
•An unmanned aircraft
was spotted flying near
JFK airport.

• PepsiCo Inc. is creating a breakfast drink
• Apple hit the lowest
"Kickstart" that has less
negative ingredients than level in over a year this
week.
energy drinks.
• A baby born with HIV
was reportedly cured.

•At Oberlin College
there was hateful vandalism reportedly from
theKKK.
•We're supposed to get
snow this week.
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LEIGH TAUSS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Friendzone has a darker
cousin
Boozed up "bros" at the watering hole are quick to label any
sexual rejection "friendzoning."
The term has become so popular
there is even an MTV show dedicated to liberating the hopelessly
friendzoned.
We've all heard the narrative before: poor wretched libido
writhes miserably as sexual
urges toward a platonic friend go
unrequited. The person remains
close to the sexual
|^ rejector in hopes
ofone day
fulfilling carnal
.jiesirjesJIh.esje.iie.-_.
sires usually

Editor: Elizabeth Koubek opinion@fairfieldmirror.com

you he's not worth it.
"Hold on, Dr. Killjoy, sex is
fun! Everyone hooks up in college."
Whatdifferentiatesf***zoning
from a regular old meaningless
sexcapade is that while both participants in a one-night stand
couldn't care less about the other
person, there is an inherent emotional imbalance in the f***zone.
One person always cares more.

't J^—"; ^

remain secret, as does
an underlying
contempt for
their so-called
friend.
I'm here to
tell a different story though, because
what happens to women is much,
much worse.
We get f***zoned.
While the friendzone represents a friendship in pursuit of
the dangling promise of sexual
gratification, the f***zone functions as the commencement of a
sexual relationship with the hopes
of achieving a romantic one.
The 3 a.m. booty call responded because maybe tonight
is the night his heart starts beating: If only you can look pretty
enough, his love for your reproductive organs will spread to your
personality and he will finally ask
you to join him for breakfast at
Barone.
Miraculously, though, he always seems to have practice, or
is studying or has plans with the
boys, and is just too busy to see
you during daylight hours. Or sober, for that matter. And somehow
he never gets around to meeting
vour friends, most of whom tell

• One person gets
hurt.
The friendzone and the
f**zone actually have more similarities than they do differences.
Both are located in the dense center of the Bro-zone layer, a place
of magical thinking where the
archive of sexual partners is a trophy case and Saturday night blueballs, a fate worse than death.
There is a reason the roles in
both scenarios are rigidly gendered.
Of course there are always instances where the male and female roles
are reversed, however this is rare
to say the least. 99% of the time we
hear about a guy in the friendzone
or a girl getting f***zoned.
What allows both of these
zones to exist allows one the os-

tensibility of a syndicated television spot and buries the other
in hearts of women conditioned
to believe that their unrealistic expectations merit a walk of
shame.
This amorphous force is
none other than male privilege:
the presumption in both scenarios being a sense of entitlement to
access to women's bodies.
While the friendzoned guy
assumes a right to sex because he
has valiantly fulfilled the duties
of friendship, such as offering to
be a study buddy or pretending to
enjoy her favorite band,
in the f***zone he is
aware of the girl's
romantic aspirations yet is able to
......liidejuridLexJiiE
guise of keeping things
casual.
He
gets exactly
what he wants
and usually is
asked for nothing in return.
Both
zones
regard women as a
mere means to an end.
I'm not trying to say that every guy who has sex with a girl he
doesn't want a relationship with
is a misogynist. Certainly women
carry much of the blame because
our silence is what allows the
f***zone to perpetuate.
Weaskourselves:Areourvery
dreams poison? Disney taught us
one day our prince would come
along if only we kissed enough
toads. Has an idealistic view of
romance set women up for repeated disappointment?
Or has a cultural entitlement
assuming male access to women's bodies solidified gendered
hierarchy of our society?
The answer isn't 42.
Healthy relationships of all
varieties - true friendships, flings,
matrimony, etc. - require equal
expectations,
communication
and respect. The absence of all
three of these factors allows for
the perpetuation of the friendzone and f***zone.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE:

"Whether or not I am documented does not matter, hut what matters is that our community is
impacted by this obstacle and we need change."
- Sarah Joseph '13
See "Jesuits support immigration reform" on pg. 1

The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers: Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by email
to Wo<MairfiddrnirrorjComcrBoxAA. All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or online. The
Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks and should contain correct and factual information not exceeding 500 words.
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Time to say goodbye
The Mirror staff from class of '13 say their farewells to the much loved paper.

I had my first article published

I started with The Mirror my first

Three years of my college ex-

First off, I would like to thank

Photography has been a passion of mine since I was about fifteen

Nicholas DiFazio for the stellar pic-

years old. I stole my first camera and

semester of junior year; six months

fall of my sophomore year. It was a

later, I was Editor-in-Chief. That's not
to toot my own horn, but to say that

boring event piece buried deep in

perience had its Sunday nights,
Tuesday afternoons and Wednes-

the outgoing Editor of Photography

the news section, but I thought I was
famous. I was intimidated by the

day nights planned out, but after

you really can make a difference on

this week it is time to say goodbye.

ture. You're a gem.
As a freshman, I came into

this campus if you put your mind to it.

older staff so I would lie low in the

There will be no more meetings,

Fairfield with a declared English

Since I became EIC, I have seen mar-

office during meetings. So if you told

figuring out story lists or franti-

major and no idea what to do with

phy editor. Over the past year I've

velous advancements in terms of The

me back then that I would be Manag-

cally editing my section to make

it. Journalism intrigued me, but the

worked for The Mirror I've had some

Mirror becoming the primary online

ing Editor my senior year, I wouldn't

sure it's done by deadline. No more

thought of going to The Mirror, the

enriching experiences. Senior year

source of Fairfield University news and

believe you. Yet here I am sitting in

stressful Tuesday nights trying to

domain of upperclassmen, was ex-

has brought all of us some of Mother

still producing a kickass print edition

the office, writing this goodbye note
in disbelief that in two months I will

figure out who is going to write
the final story for my section. No

tremely intimidating. I finally went

Nature's worsts. Capturing explod-

to a meeting during the second se-

ing fallen power lines and trudging

be graduating.

down Reef Road knee deep in water

every week. Once again, not to toot

decided to learn how to use it. Six
years later, I've wised up and made
my way to becoming the photogra-

my own horn - I couldn't have done
anything without the help of a staff of

Even though the

more amusing experiences work-

Tuesday night deadline has made

ing with other members of the pa-

mester of my sophomore year, and
before I knew it, my Tuesday nights

stellar journalists who, to be honest,

me miss every Two-dollar Tuesday

per or exciting learning adventures

were consumed by The Mirror. In

in the wake of Sandy, sledding out of
my window and capturing Nemo's

I am afraid of going up against in the

while figuring out the layout for the

spite of gray hair and frayed nerves

snow. Some other notable events I've

job market. I will sing my own praises,

at the Grape, I wouldn't have wanted
it any other way. It's been a blast and

week. The Mirror has been at times

from pushing deadline, I had never

got to contribute to were pictures for

however, in my choice of my succes-

I am proud of the job we've done. I

a stressful place for me; however, I

been more excited to be a part of

Diplo, Krewella, and Macklemore &
Ryan Lewis. I had a lot of fun with ev-

sor. If you don't know Loan Le at this

will forever treasure the memories

will always think of it as the place I

such an amazing group of talented

point in time, give it a few months. You

of reporting President Obama's re-

grew as a person, a teammate and

people. So thanks to my Mirror

eryone on staff and will never forget

will. And if not as EIC of The Mirror, I

election and Martin smashing a

a journalist. For that, I am eternally

family. You're awesome, and it's

this past year. Thank you,everybody,

predict as EIC of The New York Times.

phone receiver into pieces.

grateful.
Peace out, Mirror,

been real.

and goodbye... for now.
-Nicholas B. DiFazio

Snootchie bootchies,

Smell ya later,

Martin O'Sullivan, Editor-in-Chief

Laura O'Reilly, Managing Editor

Kelsey Guerin

Editor of Photography

The Vine Editor

Uz, your former Opinion Editor

Letter to the Editor: Turn up Katy Perry, turn down Taylor Swift
FROM MOLLY LEIDIG

Toned, tanned, fit and ready.

We could all learn a lot from Katy

frustrations. It reminds us that we

Enough said. And, if it adds any-

wearing your clothes / All that I

Perry. I'd like to share with you the

are strong, and nobody can ever

thing, it made me cry. Her movie

know is I don't know / How to be

top 5 reasons why we should turn

take that away.

showed the reality of her life and

something you miss."

up the Katy Perry and turn down

Yes, that's Katy Perry.
Last week, there was an article
written about the infamous Taylor
Swift that sparked my interest. Not

the T-Swift.
1) Her songs don't make you

2)

She's

different.

When's

all the hard work she puts in to

the last time you saw a girl in

make herself the success that she

of hers she is referring to in this

your class walk in with blue hair?

is today.

song, but if I were him, I'd prob-

Not

sure

which

boyfriend

want to sob. I don't know about

What about a cupcake bra? Odds

4) She eats. Probably one of

ably be on my way to my lawyer's

going to lie, sophomore year of
high school, Taylor Swift was the

you, but I like music that makes

are, you haven't. Katy Perry is her

the most annoying habits of girls

office to get a restraining order.

me want to roll the windows down

own person. She does what she

is the perpetual "I'll have a salad

The way Swift feels is a relatable

peanut butter to my jelly. I belted

and scream the lyrics - not

wants, and that's what makes her

».

with the dressing on

feeling, but that is normally some-

out every word to every song of

something that gives

her "Fearless" album on the way

me the urge

the side"
order at a

world to know about. Katy Perry,

to track practice and the song "Fifteen" felt like my autobiography.

open up a jar

restaurant.

on the other hand, has songs that

Well, fear
not, Katy

without the creepy aura. A perfect

But, as time has gone on, Taylor's

ofNutella
and wallow in

thing you wouldn't want the whole

illustrate real, relatable emotion

songs have gone from being pas-

my sorrows.

Perry is

example is "Not Like the Movies,"

sionate to being plain creepy. Her

Taylor Swift

not one

a song that delves into a common

serial dating and intense songs and

of those

problem people in relationship ex-

lyrics written about nearly every

has relatable
lyrics that talk

girls. In

guy she's ever shared something as

about experi-

her movie,

perience: lack of feelings, or something in your relationship that

small as a hand hold with get bor-

ences we've all

she eats ev-

doesn't feel right. But, you smile

ing after awhile. It's all become too

had, but some

erything from

and pretend everything is OK be-

routine. When it comes to matters

things are bet-

pizza to taco bell.

of the heart, it's best not to force it

ter left unsaid.

Who doesn't love a wom-

or go into every relationship with

so unique and lovable.

the attitude that he is your knight

Katy Perry's songs are fun, upbeat,
different, and empowering. Her

in shining armor. Sometimes, you

songs share real emotion, but not

bringing and most people would

take a little advice from Katy and
trade the skinny Starbucks latte

need to let boys chase.

in a depressing way. For example,

be shocked to learn that her first

for a cheeseburger.

this skill. She dresses how she

"Part of Me," a song clearly written

album was bible music. She didn't
have much success because it was

5) She shows emotion - with-

wants, sings what she wants, and

out being creepy. Taylor Swift's

does what she wants. We can all

clear that is not what she wanted

bluntly honest lyrics have evolved

learn something from Katy Perry,

As I entered college, my favor-

an with curves? Taytay should

She had an extremely religious up-

cause you know you should.
One of the most important
things in life is to be you, love who
you are, and not care what other
people think. Katy Perry mastered

ite female artist quickly evolved
from Taylor Swift to Katy Perry

about a breakup, builds you up
instead of breaking you down. It's

upon hearing the first guitar strum

the kind of song that makes you

to be doing. Once Katy was herself,

over the years from cute to plain

and maybe if we did we can live

of the song "Teenage Dream." To
this day, that song never gets old.

angry. It makes you want to put

she gained success.

creepy. In her song Last Kiss, Swift

our very own "Teenage Dream" at

sings, "So, I'll go, sit on the floor

any age.

on boxing gloves and let out your
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She has her own movie.
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artist to headline Spring
BY MARTIN O'SUXMVAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
BY KELSEY GIIERIN
THE VINE EDITOR

There are not many things in
the world that can cause silence in Barone at 6:30 p.m.
At that time on Tuesday, March
5, FUSA President Rob Vogel's voice
came over the loudspeaker in Barone
via WVOF airwaves to announce this
year's artist for the Spring Concert.
With students hushing each
other to hear the announcement,
Vogel broadcasted a brief compilation of several songs by Kendrick
Lamar, thus revealing him as the
headlining artist.
The cafeteria immediately
erupted. "I screamed in Barone in
front of everybody because he's one
of my favorite artists and I'm really
excited," said Emma Pichl' 15.
Lamar is a hip-hop artist based,
inCaliforniawhogainedmainstream
notoriety after the 2010 release of the
mixtape "Overly Dedicated," and he
has recorded with the likes of Drake,
Dr. Dre and Busta Rhymes. His second studio album, "Good Kidd,
M.A.A.D. City," was certified Gold by
the Recording Industry Association
ofAmericain2012.
Sophomore Ryan Panny was
familiar with Lamar's work and
thought that "his last album was the
best album released last year." He
continued, "I'm really stoked, and

I'll definitely be there in the front
row."
Although the immediate reaction in Barone would suggest universal knowledge of
the artist, student
reactions varied
across the board.
"I personally
did not know who
he was, but just
going off of everyone's reactions, I
thinkitwillbealot
of fun," said Megan
Connors'16.
Freshman
Robert Schwartz
was also unfamiliar with Lamar's
music. "I've heard
50f him, but I honestly
couldn't tell you one
song he does." However, Schwartz expressed
less enthusiasm than
Connorsabout attending
the concert anyway. "It
depends how much tickets are. If it's upwards of
40 bucks, probably not."
In order to please
as many members
of the student body
as possible, concert
organizers Sara Robicheau '13 and Gina
Tiftikidis '13 released
a survey last semester
through social media

to gauge student interest in specific
genres and artists, receiving approximately 600 responses. "Hip-hop
was strong," said VogeL "Kendrick
is somebody that we saw come up
numerous times in the open ended
section of the survey."
Using the results of this survey,
the concert organizers then selected
Lamar
to headline the Spring
Concert. "The
success of the
Fall Concert
gave us a
great opportunity
to have a
Second concert,

but
we knew
the pressure to top
it was high,"
said
Robicheau. "It
was a tough
decision,
but we are
confident

and feel Kendrick will speak to an
even larger crowd, as he is so relevant to the hip-hop genre today."
Kendrick is also scheduled to
perform on April 19 at University of
Connecticut and again on April 26
at Central Connecticut State University, with Steve Aoki as his opener for
both shows.
Instead of Aoki, FUSA has secured DJ and producer 5 & A Dime
as the opening act. Some students
expressed disappointment in this
selection. Senior Daniel Hughes
posted on Facebook: "dont mind
kendrick lamar coming to fairfield
but the fact that unconn
paired him with steve aoki makes
me want to spend my money elsewhere [sic]."
Vogel believes that 5 & A Dime
will be a good opener for Lamar.
"With Kendrick, it's somebody that
will be able to hype up the audience
beforehand, and that's all we will
really need an opener to be doing."
Overall, Vogel is pleased with
the choice of Lamar as Spring Concert headMner. "If you asked me two
years^agtfif I thought we would be
ableto have the same Spring concert
show as a school as large as UConn,
I thought it would have been very,
very difficult for us to do" he said.
"But here we are doing it."
Vogel also clarified that the
choice of Lamar was not initiated
by proximate concert dates but instead by student input. "We found
out about the otheJS-shows after the

fact of us really looking into purs
ing him."
Last year, Fairfield did not have
a Spring Concert. So what makes
tins year different?
Vogel explained that the Spring
Concert is funded by an initial
$5,000. This is set aside in FUSA's
yearly budget of approximately
$300,000 based on a $95 tuition fee
for each student
"We had that $5,000 of budgeted funding that we were going to put
towards it and then any other kind
of revenue that we had received
over the year," said Vogel. This additional revenue includes rollover
from last year's budget, Fall Concert
profits and higher student enrollment than previously predicted.
"Those kind of different things
gave us a little bit of budgetary flexibility, to not reallocate, but allocate some funds for the first time
after the budget process was done"
said VogeL "It is something that,
because of our success throughout
the course of the year, we are able
to do."
The Fall Concert, consisting of
artists Diplo and Krewella, sold approximately 1,900 tickets, coming
close to selling out. FUSA declined
to share the figure of exact profits
from this show.
FUSA will release ticket in
matiort for the Spring Concert on
Monday, March 18. The concert will
take place on May 1, the final day of
classes for the Spring semes

Twitter Timeline: Concert Edition
Fairfield University Career Planning Center's weekly update.
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"Exorcism"
should have
stopped at
"The Last" one
BY KELSEY GUERIN
THE VINE EDITOR

Nicholas DIFazio/ The Mirror

Owner Christophe Ensenat (right) poses from inside his crepe truck, parked outside of the Fairfield Public Library at 1080 Old Post Road (left).

Crepes on the go
Christophers Crepes serves up French treats from a mobile food truck
BY DANIELLE ANCTIL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It's a chilly afternoon in Fairfield,
but it doesn't stop the sweet
aroma of warm chocolate and
bananas from brewing inside a little yellow truck parked outside the
town library.
A little over a year ago, Fairfield resident Christophe Ensenat
purchased the truck and began his
business in the growing field of food
truck vending.
Originally from Lyon, France,
Ensenat moved to the United States
just over six years ago. "I was doing
the cooking for the family," he said.
His now ex-wife encouraged him to
take it a step further.
Opening his food truck business was not a difficult process, he
said, but a long one. Over the course
of purchasing the truck, applying
for a permit, and passing the Health

Department inspection, the process
took about three months to complete.
But he thinks it was worth it "It
was a good idea because not many
people do that around here," Ensenat said.
Fairfield resident Amy Philosophe stopped by the crepe truck for
the second time. She said she lived
in France one summer and had to
try the crepes when she saw the
truck. "We loved them and couldn't
wait to come back," she said.
Ensenat uses a wide range of ingredients for his menu of savory and
sweet crepes, including meats like
ham and turkey, different French
cheeses, fruit, Nutella, and jam. The
crepes generally range from about
$5 to $8.
"I'm not cheap," Ensenat said.
He likes to ensure quality, and shops
for his ingredients at BJ's Wholesale
Club, Whole Foods Market and Stop

& Shop Supermarket
If he sees produce or another
ingredient that looks fresh and is
a reasonable price, he'll try it in a
crepe. Every two days, he creates a
new special for the day, for each a
savory and a sweet crepe.
Both his favorite and a hit with
the customers is the French Brie,
fresh apples and ham.
According to Fairfield Health
Department records, aside from ice
cream trucks, four food trucks are
registered to serve in Fairfield: Christophe's Crepes, Super Duper Weenie
Truck, Bridgeport Coffee Break and
Whole Foods Catering Truck.
Though it's registered in Fairfield, Whole Foods Catering Truck
is "a shared resource for our stores
throughout the tri-state area," said
Fairfield's Whole Foods Market employee Corey Osoba. It moves between locations and offers "a variety
of different foods at different events,"

she said.
Bridgeport Coffee Break supplies food to different vending trucks.
The Super Duper Weenie Truck,
which has an additional permanent
restaurant in Fairfield, caters at different events in the area.
In addition to parking downtown, Ensenat also brings his truck
to cater at some events throughout
the year, such as the St. Baldrick's
fundraiser at Fairfield Ward High
School on March 3. He donated a
dollar of the proceeds from each
crepe to the fundraiser.
"I am not a rich man, but I like
to help people when I can," said
Ensenat. "This is my G.A., you know,
'good action.'"
Christophe's Crepes parks in
front of the Fairfield Library daily
from about noon to 2:00 p.m. when
the weather is clear. Hours are extended when the weather is warmer
and the daylight is longer.

First, there was Edward and
Bella in "Twilight." Then
came R and Julie in "Warm
Bodies." And now — Abalam and
Nell from "The Last Exorcism Part
II"?
Yes, you read that right. It
would appear that not even exorcism movies are safe from the
plague of supernatural romances currently flooding the movie
screens.
After a quick recap of events
from the first movie, "The Last
Exorcism, Part II" picks up with a
middle class couple discovering a
still catatonic and animalistic Nell
snuggling up to them in bed. Nell
is placed in a home for girls, and
at first, things go well for her. She
makes new friends, meets a boy
and decides that the demons of her
past were all in her head.
But then inexplicable things
start to happen, and it becomes
apparent that the demon Abalam
is very real and determined to get
her back.
Why is Abalam so invested in
Nell? Much like possessive vampires and stalker zombies, Abalam
has fallen in love with Nell and is
determined to keep her, no matter what the cost or how creepy she
might find his attempts.
EXORCISM

Restaurant review:
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CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Basic Information

SM^

Location: The Whelk, 575 Riverside Ave., Westport
^»v

Type of food: Seafood and Oyster Bar

Food
Appetizers: Any of the oysters offered are delicious,
but my personal favorite is the Golf shrimp and grits.
The grits unify the dish and are the ultimate food to mop
up with the homemade bread. When offered, the crostinl
with house-cured bacon is a necessary choice as well.
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Nicholas O'Connell/ The Mirror

Entrees: There is always a variety of fresh seafood,
but other notable dishes include lamb or beef burger,
fried chicken sandwich and the braised beef gravy
with risotto. The beefburger is one of the best I've had
and comes with house-cured bacon, Swiss cheese, pickles
and an onion mayo.

The Whelk's dry aged beef burger, served with french fries, is one of the notable entrees on the menu.

Environment

Dessert: If you somehow manage to have room, the carrot cake is rich and delicious.

Atmosphere: The Whelk is luxurious
and resembles a classic New England
beach home. The decor reflects a summer
lifestyle and manages to encourage fresh
seafood consumption

Drinks: As a member of the industry, I can say with certainty that The Whelk's beer and wine list is excellent and
will be able to accommodate any palate.

Staff: All wait staff are knowledgeable.
The bartenders pair beverages with dishes
well and whip up great cocktails.

Bottom Line
Rating: ***** out of *****
Price: $$$$ out of $$$$
Keep in mind, there is a waiting list in the
event of a full bar, so I encourage making
a reservation.

The Vine
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"Walking Dead"
given new life
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iPick, YouListen
BY KELSEY

G u ERIN

THE VINE EDITOR

BY MARTIN O'SUIXIVAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

CAUTION: MAJOR SPOILERS AHEAD.

This week's episode of "The Walking Dead" may have saved the entire
show from becoming its namesake: a
lifeless, pointless shell of what could
have been that somehow still trudges along week after week.
With a break from the Woodbury drama and the epic (but
morbid) return of Morgan, we got
to see Rick, Carl, and Michonne
undergo some much needed
character development. Although the reason for these three
specifically banding up for a gun run
was shaky, I was willing to ignore the
gap in logic and see what the writers
had in store for a group I was really beginning to despise.
Let's go character by character.
Oh, Rick. In my last review of
"The Walking Dead," I argued that the show will
eventually deviate completely from the comics,
turning the overall plot of the series into Rick's
ultimate downfall as he struggles to maintain his
humanity in the undead dystopia.
I think this still holds true. Each major villain (Shane, and now the Governor) has served
as a major obstacle for Rick to overcome, but
more than that, they paint the picture of what
Rick may become as he is further desensitized
by unending cannibalism and the extinction of
human decency. This week, this method of foreshadowing bled over to Rick's friends.
With the anticipated return of Morgan (who

Contributed Photo

hasn't made an appearance since the pilot), we
see a man who started in almost identical conditions to Rick. Two and a half seasons later, we
are left to fill in the gaps of Morgan's unfortunate
journey. Though the death of his son explains his
lunacy to a certain extent, we must complete the
chilling task of picturing how slow and tortuous
his descension into psychosis really was.
If it happened to this man, why not Rick?
Morgan's wife died. So did Rick's, and I would
argue in a much more horrific way. Morgan is
insane to the point that he holed himself up in
ZOMBIES
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"This Town Ain't Big
Enough for the Both of Us"
by Sparks
This song is just silly and ridiculous and fun. I first encountered it while watching the
movie "Kick Ass" (which, as a side note, has one of the greatest soundtracks of all time).
Because the lyrics are mosdy nonsensical, I don't understand half of what goes on in
the song. But that doesn't mean it isn't awesome. The energetic, upbeat rhythm from
the drums and guitar riffs are contagious. The "shootout" in the middle of the song
adds a fun theatrical element to the song, as does the generally dramatic performance
of the lyrics. But perhaps my favorite part of the song is the vocals, and that is solely
because this song is sung by a man. I have seen YouTube videos of them performing
this song live, and I still cannot believe that the high voice in the song does not belong
to a woman. Maybe that's why I can't stop listening to this song.

"Sometime Around Midnight"
by The Airborne Toxic Event
The most perfect song about heartbreak ever written. It's a simple but moving song
about that awful feeling of seeing the person you love out with someone else. After a
brief instrumental introduction from various string instruments, the song is broken
down to a simple bass and guitar riff with light percussion in the background. The
simplicity of the music is transformed into desolation by Mikel Jollett's vocal performance, which paints the perfect picture of midnight-hour drunken loneliness. He
sings in second person, forcing listeners to feel his increasing distress as the night
progresses. More instruments are added verse by verse, and Jollett's performance becomes more and more impassioned as memories begin to overwhelm him. In the
climactic moment, he can only yell over the full range of instruments that "You just
don't care what you look like, the world is falling around you." The song winds down,
returning once more to the single riff before quietly ending and leaving behind an
incredibly cathartic silence in its wake. Genius.

"Come Out and Play"
by The Offspring
I will admit that I only own the "Greatest Hits" album from The Offspring, but it's
hands down one of the best greatest hits albums of all time. Every song on there
is gold, including "Come Out and Play." This song has everything great about The
Offspring and 90s punk rock: heavy guitar, iconic solos, strong percussion, attitude
and half-yelled, slightiy off-key vocals that for some weird reason work. It's a great
song to pump you up so you can beat the crap out of your 10-page paper due in two
hours.

"Be Still"
by The Fray

2193 BLACK ROCKTPK,
FAIRFIELD, CT
203.367.HAIR(4247);

3482 POST ROAD
SOUTHPORT, CT
203.255.9510

VOTED ONE OF THE TOP 200 SALONS IN THE COUNTRY!

In the early hours of the morning, band member Isaac Slade got a phone call from
his younger brother who was having problems sleeping. Slade calmed him down
enough to go to sleep, and later that morning, Slade grabbed a guitar next to the
bed and started playing this lullaby. As a huge fan of The Fray, I will admit that this
is perhaps not the best song they have ever written; it is repetitive, simple and quiet.
But it is also one of their most powerful songs. Slade's love for his brother radiates
through the lyrics and is a hauntingly beautiful, simple melody accompanied by the
piano. Slade's message: "If you forget the way to go/And lose where you came from/
If no one is standing beside you/Be still and know I am."

The Vine
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Exorcism
movie
lacks scares
and appeal
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

Zombie drama
reanimates its appeal

THE SECOND COMING,

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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This plot twist completely ruined any credibility or scare factor the movie possessed. (And as
a self-proclaimed chicken when it
comes to scary movies, I can say
that I laughed throughout more of
the movie than cringed in fear.)
I also have to admit that I am
confused about Abalam's supposed
capacity to love. Isn't the whole
point of a demon that they are fundamentally evil entities without
compassion and the sole desire to
destroy?
Another problem with this
movie was its rather literal interpretation of demons seducing their
victims into possession. In "The
Last Exorcism Part II," the moment
Nell begins to give in to her sexual
desires as a woman, she also begins
to open herself back up to Abalam's
power.
Perhaps these rather glaring
flaws could have been overlooked
— or at least minimized — if the
movie had been remotely creepy.
Unfortunately, nothing ever happened.
There were a few masked and

THE

LAST EXORCISM
PART II
s<««

SS323
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The poster is the scariest part of "The Last Excorcism" sequel.
costumed figures lurking in the
background at points, some eerie
phone calls, several deaths and a
few half-hearted attempts to rid
Nell of the demon toward the end.
If any of this sounds remotely scary,
don't get too excited. It's not.
The only actual events that
occurred took place in the last five
minutes. What could have been a
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decent exorcism scene was killed by
heavy monologue, ending in actions
that the audience could see coming
from within the first half an hour.
As is true with many sequels,
it's probably best for exorcism movie fans to ignore "The Last Exorcism
Part II" altogether. Leave the camera
lying in the woods; it's a much more
satisfying ending that way.

10

a self-made armory, shooting at and
stabbing his one friend in the world
(Rick) while spewing psychobabble.
Though not as intense, Rick has had
a habit this season of chasing hallucinations outside the prison wall all
by his lonesome, pointing toward his
growing instability.
So what's to say Rick won't
eventually let his hallucinations take
over, much like Morgan has?
Carl, of course. For one, the
turning of Morgan's son Duane is the
most apparent reason for Morgan
losing it. Furthermore, Laurie's death
is what caused Rick's own beginning
stages of psychosis, so the death of
his son would arguably complete the
job.
Which brings me to my rant
on Carl. We've all hated on Carl at
some point, and this week seemed
like another dose of "Carl, stay in the
house... Wait, where the hell is Carl?"
However, we see that the true intention of his mission this time around
is to provide his baby sister with a
somewhat normal upbringing by
finding the one remaining picture of
his family in his hometown diner.
Maybe it's just the fact that I
have younger sisters, but for some
reason, I kind of liked Carl this week.
For those who still hate the character, his character development is actually good news.

Think about it. First, it is much
more effective and heart wrenching
to kill off a character that audiences
like, especially one that they have
grown to like over time. Second, the
war between Woodbury and the prison has to end with at least one major
character being killed off. Lastly,
Carl is one of Rick's few motivations
for staying sane, with the baby coming in a distant second. Killing Carl
would drive Rick that much closer to
insanity.
But I think the greatest beacon
of hope for the future in this week's
episode was Michonne. I won't
say much, but it's nice to see that a
comicbook fan favorite has finally
went from a mopey, background
character to a full-on badass who actually has speaking lines and the ability to crack a joke. Maybe the writers
do care about what fans want.
And my final point: the hitchhiker. The gang won't stop for a desperate man on the street as they drive
past, but they will stop to pick up his
backpack amidst his torn remains on
the way back.
If this show is really about the
downfall of the average human
(centered in Rick), then this was the
greatest way of showing that these
people have stopped living and instead only survive.
It makes you wonder: Who are
they really referring to by calling it
"The Walking Dead"?
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Taboo Talk:
Understanding the sexuality

There's a reason
"assume" has its own cliche
BY KATHRYN LORRAINE

Feelings that cross the line
between friends and more
than friends can be complicated and confusing. They oftentimes get messy. And there
are times when things don't
go the way you wanted them
to.
Everyone has been in a
situation where they have
liked someone as more than a
friend and the feeling was not
returned. Everyone has also
been in the reverse situation.
Everyone has been rejected
- everyone has had to reject
someone.
And if you are going,
"Nope, not me," just wait. Your
time will come.
No one likes being in either one of those positions. It's
awkward and uncomfortable.
Someone's ego is bound to get

bruised and it's hard for both
sides. But it is a fact of life and
it's nothing to get upset over.
As hard as it is to be in
either one of those positions,
there is a situation that is even
more awkward and uncomfortable. Unlike the situations
just described, this one can
be avoided - and should be
avoided - at all costs.
The assumption: Boy and
Girl are talking. Boy thinks Girl
is flirting. Boy starts to think
Girl likes him. Boy assumes
so, talks as if so, and in reality,
Girl doesn't like Boy. So when
Boy decides to gently let Girl
down, Boy makes a pretty big
fool of himself. As a result, Boy
feels moronic and Girl thinks
he's rather narcissistic.
Honestly, just because
someone is friendly, doesn't
mean they want to get with
you. In life, people are going

to be nice to you and they are
going to be nice to you without the intention of sleeping
with you. Going around with
a head full of hot air will only
hurt your relationships and
make you seem rude and arrogant.
The same situation with
two people of the same sex is
even more of an embarrassment. A lesson to learn early
on is just because a person is

gay does not mean they are attracted to all members of the
same sex - and, for the record,
bisexuals are not attracted to
every person on this earth.
The sad thing is, a lot of people hold these beliefs.
It goes back to someone
being friendly - one detail
about a person is not a reason
to assume anything; especially that they like you more than
you think.

If you feel like someone is
into you, but you are not sure,
don't worry about it. If you
like them, by all means, tell
them! Life is short and it's not
a big deal like everyone makes
it out to be. But if you just get
a vibe that someone likes you,
let it go if doesn't mean a thing
to you.
Live and let live; just like
Lennon said.

■
Sports
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
WATCH OUT FOR FAIRF1 ELD ATHLETICS

3x5
Because they like to
talk... sports.

ENNIFER
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SPORTS EDITOR
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THOMAS SHEA
ASSISTANT
SPORTS EDITOR

Your 2012-2013 3x5 Columnists:
Jennifer Calhoun, Thomas Shea
and Michael O'Keeffe.

It was the last weekend
before spring break...
how did you spend it?

Baseball and Softball
got to head to warmer
weather to play. Where's
your dream location to
play if you could?

A female kicker tried
out for the lets, but
only lasted two kicks.
Overall, a positive or
negative for women?

Fifteen miners in Australia were fired after making a Harlem Shake video
hi the mines. Deserved
or not?

Justin Bieber said that he
had "the worst birthday
ever" this weekend. What
do you think could have
happened to poor Biebs?

In a creepy convent with
wax nuns that are locked
up because they come'
alive at night, and a hole
in my ceiling big enough
for a demon to crawi out
How'bout you?

Well, I would play a rousing game of 'stalk every
Manchester United player'
if I went to England. I
even heard that winning
the game gets you a spot
in jail!

I mean, I'm surprised
she even got to try out.
Women know their place
in football anyway: taking
the ball away from Charlie
Brown when he's about to
kick it

Well, after hearing that that
they did a shirtless Harlem
Shake rendition in a mine, I
was half expecting them to
also proclaim that they are
"Mer-men!"

He probably found out that
he is, in fact, a 13-year-old
girl. (Sorry, Bieber fans.)

Dressed up as the All
Would definitely be at Plan
Blacks and then the All
B down at the beach. Great
Whites because I felt like place for a bit of civil war.
it. Just a typical weekend
of dressing up and making
a fool of myself really.

I heard it is actually Matt
Dodge dressing up as a girl,
as he looks to revive his
career after his blunder vs.
the Eagles two years ago.

Oh yes, very dangerous. I
heard the Miami Heat are all
going to be disqualified from
the playoffs for doing the
Harlem Shake also.

I can only imagine... someone touched his hair? A girl
didn't talk to him? He got a
Maserati instead of Lamborghini? So many bad things
could have happened! I feel
for you, Justin.

Brother's birthday
weekend: This time we
took the action to the city,
Nothing like stumbling
around at 4 a.m. and
having all the world's fast
foods at your fingertips.

It's a positive for Rex Ryan.
He gets to see if he can get
anew placeMcker for his
terrible team while staring
at and judging a woman's
foot. It's his dream job!

Only because it's already
out of style, it is deserved.
But what can we expect
from a country who's national bird is the emu?

Maybe he went through
puberty, and now his unnaturally high voice sounds
like Steve Buscemi? If only
... (that's two straight weeks
of 3x5 Steve Buscemi references. Way to go, Donny.)

San Diego. Setded by the
Germans in 1804, they
named it "Sahn Diago,"
which of course in German
means...

What To Watch For
Wednesday - Men's lacrosse vs. Sacred Heart, 3 p.m.
Thursday - No games.
Friday - Women's basketball vs. Siena, 11:30 a.m.
Saturday - Women's tennis vs. Sacred Heart, 8 p.m.
Sunday - Baseball vs. Miami (OH), 2 p.m.
Monday - Men's tennis vs. Creighton, 11:30 a.m.
Tuesday - Women's lacrosse vs. Quinnipiac, 3 p.m.

By The Numbers
1

1

THE BRYANT ONE-YEAR MBA
Full-time day program for all majors

THE BRYANT MPAc
Full-time day program for accounting majors

• Gain credentials and experience that
distinguish you in the job market
• Benefit from real-world practicum and
consulting opportunities
* Fast track your career, with no professional
work experience required
• Specializations in:
Global Supply Chain
Global Finance
International Business

* Meet the 150-hour requirement for CPA
licensure
• Complete your program in two terms:
summer/fall, summer/summer, fall/
spring or spring/summer
• Pursue a tax concentration with summer/
fall or summer/summer schedule

AS A BRYANT GRADUATE, YOU WILL JOIN A POWERFUL
NETWORK OF ALUMNI that includes accomplished professionals across the country
and around the world. Bryant's College of Business is one of only 5% of colleges and
universities in the world accredited by the AACSB International The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business.

Visit www.bryant.edu/gradschool to learn more.

7

8

Women's basketball's Casey
Grace'14 scored
a career-high
seven points
against Marist on
Sunday

Men's lacrosse
scored eight times
in the first period
in their 14-9 win
over UMBC on
Saturday afternoon

2
Baseball's Rob
LoPinto'14
brought in two
runs in the 1 lth inning to give them
the 5-3 win over
George Mason

Quote of the Week
"... It was really nice for those fifteen minutes for them to honor us, but then we quickly had to switch back to focus on the game."
- Women's basketball's Brittany MacFarlane
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Plourde and team build off strong last season
BY THOMAS SHEA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Before last season, the last
time Fairfield's baseball team
qualified for the MAAC Tournament, all of the current players
were in grammar school, still
playing in Little League. But last
season changed that.
In Head Coach Bill Currier's first year at the helm of the
Stags, he led them to a program
record 27 wins, good for third
in the MAAC and enough to get
them to Albany. However, their
run in the MAAC Tournament
was short-lived, as they were the
first team eliminated, losing two
games in two days.
As for this season, Currier
is looking to see a lot of growth
out of a team that he sees as
"the youngest team [he's] ever
coached."
"We got 22 freshmen and
sophomores, so we're teaching a
lot, shaping them a lot, trying to
get them thinking and doing the
right things," said Currier. "We
think in the next couple years
we're going to be pretty good,
and that's really the goal. If we
achieve success before that, then
we're ahead of schedule and
that's good too."
In addition to leading the
Stags to their first MAAC Tournament since 2000, Currier also
won MAAC Coach of the Year
Award for his efforts, which he
called a "nice honor."
"When I came here, they
hadn't made the playoffs in quite
a number of years, so to finish
third and get that [three] seed, I
think it was nice of them to recognize that we are making some
in-road progress here," said Currier.
A major part of that run to
the MAAC Tournament, of which
only four of the league's nine
teams qualify for every year, was
the strength of Fairfield pitching,
which was one of the best in the
MAAC.
That strength will be tested
this year, as the vast majority of
Fairfield's pitchers this season
will be sophomores and freshmen, which Currier said can be
a litde "frightening."
"With the young pitchers.

Contributed Photo

Junior Ryan Plourde at bat for the Stags. He was named to the Preseason All-MAAC Team after winning All-MAAC Second Team honors in 2012.

you get a three or four run inning, you get the blow ups, and
then they pitch well for four innings. You get that a lot more
with the young kids, which we've
already seen this season," said
Currier.
"We have a litde more depth
this season, but it's all unproven,
so they're all kind of shooting
to show us that they deserve to
throw and get the ball when the
games are closer. It's going to be
competitive," he added.
One position that won't be
changing this year or next year
(unless he gets drafted sooner) is
right field, where Ryan Plourde
'14 has started since his freshman year.
Plourde has been at the
heart of the Stags' lineup for each
of his first two seasons, where he
has won All-MAAC Second Team
honors last year, and this year
was named to the Preseason AllMAAC Team.
Currier said that he has
seen Plourde make tremendous
growth as both a player and a

person in his time at Fairfield,
and with the first baseman as Anthony Hajjar '13, Currier doesn't
think there is a better third and
fourth hitter combination in the
conference.
"We're getting the football
mentality and football legs and
strength out of him," said Currier about Plourde, who was the
starting quarterback for his high
school football team three years
ago. "He's a little leaner, but he's
still strong, he's running better, training more like a baseball
player now. If he keeps up the
consistent hitting this year, he's a
real [professional] prospect."
"If you were to ask me in
high school if in two or three
years, I would be in this situation, I would have told you 'No
way,'" said Plourde. "It means a
lot to me to get these accolades,
that someone is out there recognizing my play. I mean, I'm a
modest kid, I don't think of myself too highly, but it means a lot
to me knowing that all the hard
work is paying off."

"As much as accolades
mean a lot, or stats mean a lot,
I just want the team to do well,
and anything I can do to help the
team win and succeed is definitely good with me."
Plourde says that after the
season, he plans to play in the
New England Collegiate Baseball League (the first time in his
life he will be playing regularly
outside of his home state of Connecticut) for New Bedford, but is
still focused on the success for
himself and this team right now.
"My personal goal is to do
well in conference, make the
MAAC Tournament, hopefully
win the MAAC Tournament," said
Plourde, "And if we can do that
and I get good stats out of the
deal too, maybe perhaps back up
that preseason all-MAAC [selection], that'd be great."
Plourde also said that he
has seen how much work it takes
to get to play at the next level,
through his former teammates
Tucker Nathans, who just signed
with the Baltimore Orioles, as

well as last year's draftee Mark
Bordonaro, who is still in the
Mariners' organization.
"I really am trying to follow in their footsteps. I love this
game, I've been doing it for so
long, you know, why not give
it a shot at the next level," said
Plourde.
"What I've learned from
them is that their work ethic is
what really sticks out for me and
that is what they emphasize to
me. If you work hard, someone
is going to give you a look. If you
put up numbers, someone is going to give you a look. Having
that right demeanor, on and off
the field."
The team this year is predicted to finish fifth in the league
this year, but that doesn't seem
to bother Plourde too much.
"We're underdogs again. I
would rather be in the underdog situation, no one expects us.
And just to come up and surprise
some teams, pur coach loves it,
we all love it."

Keep checking our IWitter (@MirrorSports) for the
link to an online article about men's basketball's
Steven Johnston '15 and Mike Hyland '16.

Sports
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A success for runners and charity
To many, the words "fun"
and "run" usually aren't synonymous with one another. But they
were on Saturday morning as
more than 75 runners competed
in the 3rd annual Lucky Stag 5k
road race.
Organized by the" Fairfield
men's and women's cross-country teams, the race helps both
teams fund their trips to compete in various races while they
are in season.
According to coach John Sagnelli, the road race continues to
improve.
"Every year it is getting better and better," said Sagnelli. "It
started off casual 3 years ago and

I would like to see it expand even
more and get more contestants."
Runners started off in the
traffic circle and followed the
road behind Jogues and down
to the Dolan School of Business.
The runners then took a left
down the footpath to the library
and up the steps by the chapel and hack through the quad
where they would then repeat
that once more for one final lap.
It Was a new feature for the
race to finish the Quad. It was an
idea Sagnelli liked and hoped to
continue in the years to come.
S In all, it was slightly shorter
than the promoted 5km but for
the racers it was challenging

nonetheless.
"The course was definitely
a back-breaker, the majority of
the race being an uphill battle*
Joked Vin Ferrer '12, an alumnus of the Fairfield Men's crosscountry team, who placed second in the men's open.
"But it definitely showed
that support for the cross-country team is alive and well on
campus," said Ferrer.
There was an opportunity
for all ages to get amongst the
winners with divisions in open
men?s, won open women's, veteran men's and women's and a
junior (u-16) category.
The men's open was won by

men's soccer's Ryan Perkins '15.
The women's open was won by
Kristen Curran '14. The veteran
men and women's race was won
by Gilbert and Meaghen Leidig,
parents of Molly Leidig' 14 on the
women's cross country team.
But if you weren't among
the winners in your respective
category, there were spot prizes
offered by sponsoring companies from the Fairfield area. The
main prize was a one-hour massage from Massage Envy.
Sagnelli was thankful to the
support they received both by
the sponsors, other varsity teams
on campus and competitors.
He mentioned it was par-

ticularly good to see the younger
runners racing.
"It's a good way to expose
Fairfield to them so they can see
what it's about," said Sagnelli.
The winner of the junior female category, Rachel Renzi, 16,
is sister to current cross-country
member Danielle Renzi '15 and
said the overall afternoon was
"fun, but it was very cold."
A runner for her high school
team in Providence, R.I., Rachel
used the run as a training run,
but also because her older sister
forced her to, she said, laughing.
A total of $1,200 was raised
during the event.

Article by Michael O'Keeffe

5K runners:
>Top left: Sam Goodnow 43,
Meghan Sullivan'13,
and Emily Davis '12
>Top right:
Vin Ferrer and Ryan
Perkins 15
>Bottom left:
Men's soccer
>Bottom right:
Women's soccer

Pictures by Danica Ceballos
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Stags come up empty
on Senior Day

Thomas Shea/The Mirror

The seniors watch from the sidelines as the Stags fell 70-33 to Marist. Seniors MacFarlane, Linney, and Vetra look on with underclassmen Schatzlein and DaCruz.
BY THOMAS SHEA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Fairfield Women's Basketball team celebrated their Senior Day on Sunday, a day designated to celebrate and honor
the members on the team for
their four years of hard work and
dedication.
The festivities included pregame ceremonies and gifts for
graduating seniors Katelyn Linney, Brittany MacFarlane, and
Laura Vetra.
The one thing that was left
out of the celebration? A victory
in the game, as they were soundly defeated by the Marist Red
Foxes 70-33.
A week earlier, their male
counterparts had their Senior
Day, but they too could not capitalize on the emotional day, falling in the Bracketbuster game
against Albany 58-50. By the end
of the day Sunday, the women's
team might have wished they
had come even that close.
"We just took an old-fashioned butt-whoopin' today," said
Head Coach Joe Frager after the
loss.

"With only having Katie
[Cizynski] out there, we only had
one low-post presence, and they
were able to double- and tripleteam her, so it was very hard to
get anything going inside," said
Frager. Cizynski was without fellow junior forward Brittany ObiTabot, who did not play due to
an injury. Frager said she was
day-to-day with the injury, and
wasn't sure of her full availability
for the MAAC Tournament.
The Stags kept pace with
Marist for a while, as they were
trailing just 16-13 with just over
11 minutes to go in the first half.
But Fairfield had a long cold
streak for the rest of the first half
that even extended into the second, failing to score points until
nearly the 14 minute mark of the
second half - after they had been
trailing 38-13 at half, and after
the basket were trailing 43-15.
"We missed a lot of open
looks in the first half," said Frager. "We were down by 25 or so
at half, but if we make some of
those shots, maybe it's a 10, 12
or 14 point game at halftime, and
the emotion and the complexion
of the whole game changes."

The Stags shot a dismal 8
percent from beyond the arc, going just 2 for 26 from three point
range and just 13 of 55 from the
floor overall, good for 24 percent
for the game. The leading scorer
for Fairfield was Cizynski with

"i didn't think they
were going to play
the Latvian national anthem."
-Laura Vetra '13
eight points. The three seniors
scored just 2 points each in the
loss.
For the seniors, it is a tough
way to say goodbye to the court
where they have played for the
last four years, but they know
that it is not the last game they
will play.
They still have at least one
more game in the MAAC Tournament to make up for Sunday's
loss.
"It's bittersweet, we've done

a lot and I think we've grown up
[while at Fairfield] ... but I think
we're really proud of what we've
given," said Linney.
"After this game, it was tough
to think positively, but that game
doesn't dictate what we've done
here in four years," said Macfarlane. "...It was really nice for
those fifteen minutes for them
to honor us, but then we quickly
had to switch back to focus on
the game."
During the pre-game ceremonies, both the Canadian and
Latvian national anthems were
played for MacFarlane and Vetra,
who are from Canada and Latvia,
respectively.
"That was crazy, I didn't
think they were going to find the
Latvian national anthem and the
flag," said Vetra, "I don't know
where they got it, but that was
awesome."
Despite the loss, Frager
made it clear that the game was
in no way a reflection of what
the seniors on this team meant
to him.
"I told the seniors during
the last timeout 'This is not indicative of the last four years that

you've given us' ... we're still really, really proud of them," said
Frager. "It was a really touching
beginning of the day, it was a
nice ceremony with the respective anthems and everything,
and I actually felt myself getting
a little bit misty eyed during both
international anthems. They've
meant a lot to us and what happened today doesn't change
that."
"This game was really hard
to swallow," said MacFarlane,
"but it's really important to come
out on Friday and show how we
really can play."
"As coach was saying, we
just have to come back on Friday
and take care of business, so that
this is all forgotten," said Vetra.
"That's when it matters."
For Marist, they finish the
season undefeated in conference play for the third time in six
years, and will head to Springfield for the MAAC Tournament
with the number one seed.
Fairfield falls to the three
seed with the loss, and will play
sixth seeded Siena on Friday at
11:30 a.m. at the MassMutual
Center.

